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Director
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Director
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Today, at any one of our member locations, a store owner or manager spent extra
time with a customer who needed it and did their part to lift that customers spirits
and attitude for the day. Another owner or manager turned on the lights to a new,
ground up facility that will serve the new community with jobs for local families and
with products they need when they need them. Still another member cleaned their
store, fine-tuned some of the best coffee and food offerings in the business and
took pride in being an owner and an entrepreneur. This month marks the end of
an amazing Diamond Jubilee year and the beginning of the next 50 years of our
future. For our businesses, let this be a reminder of our spirit of ownership. A spirit
you won’t find in a chain store! This is the spirit we have been entrusted with as
a community and the same one we look pridefully to the future with!
Let it also be a reminder to us that this spirit has been rewarded with patronage.
Our customers continue to come to our stores because of our offerings and
because of our service and spirit. It is our customer’s loyalty to that spirit that
makes our organization strong. There is still much work to do. There is a sense
of urgency to for us to reach our short term goals and complete the foundation we
need to reach our long term goals. It is why I continue to feel a great responsibility
in being Chairman during this critical time.
We are doing what is right for the convenience industry and what’s right for our
customers by leveraging our organization. As we prepare for the second half of
2018 together, let us all call on the spirit that got us here and the spirit that will take
us to the next level. As President, I’m committed to making these things happen!
I am committed to helping you keep your customers and to continue to develop
platforms and programs that drive those customers to member stores over chain
stores. Once again, Diamond Jubilee Mubarak!

Director

Jamal Jivani
Director

Shahid Maknojia
Director

Thank you for your support,

Tajddin Momin

Moez Maredia
Director

Noordin Maredia
Director
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In Balance

S

ummer is in
full swing
and we
just dodged our
first big flooding
event! I can only
imagine that we
are in for a wild
weather ride for the
rest of the selling
Mike Thompson
season. Even
Chief Executive Officer
with challenges
in the weather and slower than normal
economy, our overall business continues
to grow. It is important that I emphasize
the need for all members to take
advantage of your own GHRA Warehouse
and Distribution Center. We have a great
selection of products in all categories and
our ability to service your grocery, nongrocery and tobacco needs are second

to none. Thanks to everyone for their
continued support as we work together
to build the greatest grocery wholesale
company in the country.
As many of you have already observed,
supplier costs are on the rise. With
the increase in costs on raw goods,
packaging, commodities and distribution
overlaid with record low unemployment
rates, retailers and consumers can
expect to begin to pay more for the
products they need. As costs change,
it is important retailers manage their
margins when passing those new costs
on to the consumer. GHRA helps its
members plan and execute cost/retail
changes by publishing recommended
retail information on its portal. I highly
recommend all members review the
suggested retail pricing information on
their portal regularly to help guide you

toward a competitive and profitable retail
strategy. As always, we work hard to
keep your costs down. Your continued
commitment to stay unified and deliver
excellence in execution helps us preserve
our lowest cost status with our suppliers.
The summer selling season keeps us
very busy but don’t forget to keep an eye
on safety. Be aware of your surroundings.
Don’t be predictable in your deposit
routines. Utilize the training videos on
our website to educate your employees.
Lastly, we have been vigorously working
on this years GHRA Trade Show which
is going to be held at the end of next
month… please register now as this
year we will host the largest show ever.
There will be a lot to do and see so plan
to spend the whole day with us! I look
forward to seeing everyone there. The
future is bright for GHRA. 

The following is a paid advertisement

All-in-one Rack
$2 Value Line
Shippers on Sides

Lays Prepacked
Weekender

$2.00 Chester’s Puff Corn
Butter/Cheddar/Hot
*Place on All-In-One Rack*

Brand media-to-shelf
will drive consumer engagement
*Place in high traffic location*
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Community

Aga Khan Centre to be inaugurated
during Mawlana Hazar Imam’s
Diamond Jubilee visit to the UK
By the ismaili.org

Next week, the Aga Khan Centre
Institutions have been operating in the UK
will be opened by HRH The Prince
for many years and are part of a mission
of Wales in the presence of Mawlana
and mandate to increase knowledge and
Hazar Imam. Situated at the heart
of London’s Knowledge Quarter,
the Aga Khan Centre — home to
the UK institutions founded by
Mawlana Hazar Imam — will be
a place for education, cultural
exchange, and insight into Muslim
civilisations.
Nestled amongst landscaped
walkways, pavement cafés, and
a crop of new buildings within
London’s revitalised King’s Cross,
stands the Aga Khan Centre,
providing a purpose-built space
for contemplation, collaboration,
View of the Aga Khan Centre at King's Cross, London.
and contribution to knowledge and
IMAGE: MAKI AND ASSOCIATES
scholarship. The precise accuracy
of the building’s architectural features
understanding of Muslim civilisations and
contrasts with the organic plant life and
help improve the quality of life for people
flowing water of its gardens. The resulting around the world.
combination of flexible multi-use spaces
Through research and publications,
will offer areas for learning and research, higher education and a public programme
public programming, private events, and
of lectures and exhibitions, the
tranquil places for quiet reflection.
organisations located at the Aga Khan
The Aga Khan Centre, designed
Centre will continue to serve as bridges,
by Maki and Associates, led by
building understanding about Muslim
Fumihiko Maki, one of the world’s most
cultures and societies. The Aga Khan
distinguished contemporary architects,
Library, London, situated across two
provides a new home for a number of UK floors at the heart of the new building, will
based organisations founded by Mawlana house the unique collections of IIS and
Hazar Imam: The Institute of Ismaili
AKU-ISMC, and provide space for study
Studies (IIS), the Aga Khan University
as well as secure archival storage for rare
Institute for the Study of Muslim
books and manuscripts.
Civilisations (AKU-ISMC) and the Aga
The Aga Khan Centre will also provide
Khan Foundation UK (AKF UK). These
a venue to connect the public to global
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development issues and the Aga Khan
Foundation’s work to improve the
quality of life for people of all faiths and
backgrounds in some of the world’s
most disadvantaged communities.
Designed to represent the values
of openness, dialogue, and pluralism,
a central atrium as well as open-plan
work and study areas, will create
opportunities for new encounters
and dialogue amongst the different
users of the building. A distinctive
feature of the Aga Khan Centre is its
six gardens, courtyards and terraces
inspired by Islamic landscape design
from Spain, North Africa and the
Middle East, to Central and South
Asia. Garden tours will be open to the
public at scheduled times from the end
of September 2018.
Victoria Hall King’s Cross, across
the way from the Aga Khan Centre,
is a halls of residence which provides
accommodation for students of the IIS
and AKU-ISMC as well as other students
studying in London. The residence which
opened in 2016, also has two outdoor
spaces – a courtyard garden on the
first floor and a terraced garden on the
eighth floor, both designed by landscape
architect Vladimir Djurovic who also
designed the Aga Khan Park in Toronto.
The eight gardens at the Aga Khan
Centre and Victoria Hall as well as two
public gardens adjoining the buildings,
form a ribbon of green spaces, which
seek to reflect the rich diversity of cultures
across the world of Islam. 
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Feature

GHRA and “The Center”, empowering
people, dignifying lives!
By GHRA Staff

M

onth after month and year after
year, GHRA member stores
across the South Texas market
have received boxes filled with spanners,
posters, our GHRA in Action magazine
and other important tools for retailers.
Month after month, our staff and our
suppliers work together to produce these
materials which are such a vital part
of our existence and our growth. Once
that work is complete, we begin the
process of “Kitting” the products into a
box that can be shipped to each member
store. Each month, GHRA ships its
print media to “The Center”, a nonprofit
organization that empowers individuals
with intellectual and developmental
disabilities to live meaningful, dignified
lives filled with opportunity. At “The
Center”, these individuals box, pack
and seal our marketing material and get
them ready to ship via UPS. “We look
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forward to the end of the month when
the GHRA materials arrive” said Teaya
Smith, Program Manager at The Center
“Our clients are extremely excited to work
on this project each month, challenging
themselves to efficiencies and accuracy
versus their co-workers”. For more than
six decades, through innovative programs
and services in areas like employment
training, community living, and day
habilitation, the Center helps their clients
develop the skills and tools necessary to
grow as individuals and participate fully
in their community. Always growing and
changing, The Center currently serves
over 450 adults with I/DD in the Houston
area. “Each day, in each program, we
witness breakthroughs, tender moments,
and everyday victories that affirm our
steadfast commitment to our guiding
principles of choice, growth, and personal
independence, and the humanity within
us all” says Smith.
The Center Strives to promote
the choice, growth, and personal
independence outlined in their mission
statement by supporting the full
participation of adults with I/DD in
community work life. This starts by
helping their clients to find meaningful,
community-based work that pays a
competitive wage and providing them
the support and resources necessary
to succeed in those roles. The GHRA
work covers a three day period. The
clients build the boxes from scratch and
label them with shipping labels for each
individual GHRA store. They start on the
spanners by affixing the tape backing on
panel 2,3 and 4 and then they cautiously
roll each spanner panel and put it in the

box. All of this is done in a production
line type operation. They do the same
with each poster, taking one poster from
three different poster stacks and then roll
all three together. Then they put them
in the box, inside of the spanner rolls.
Lastly, they add the static clings and the
magazines, close the box and seal it.
When it’s all done, the team loads the
boxes on a UPS truck and the truck hauls
it off for delivery by the 1st of the month!.
On behalf of the Board of directors,
the management team and staff along
with all of the clients at the Center, we
would like to say “thank you” to all of the
members of GHRA for providing us with
an opportunity like this every month and
for continuing to support the Center for
all these years with this meaningful work.
It is not only work to us but another way
for adults in the I/DD community to grow,
to live independent live and to be proud
of their work helping them to live the
dignified lives we all deserve. 
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Food Service

Economics of Food Safety
By Doug Boone

America’s food industry has a $55.5
billion safety problem annually, as
recently reported by Fortune Magazine.
This includes foodborne illnesses at
convenience stores and restaurants, food
recalls and other food safety issues.
The price can be steep. A 2015 study
by Robert Scharff, an associate professor
at Ohio State University, estimated
that foodborne illnesses cost that
$55.5 billion per year in medical
treatment, lost productivity and
illness in the U.S.
Each year 48 million Americans
become sick from foodborne
illness, according to the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC).
Therefore, investing in food safety
is one of the smartest things
c-stores can do. The expense,
time and energy necessary to
implement— or elevate—your
food safety protocols won’t be
overwhelming, and it’s crucial to
your business success.
Last May, nacho cheese sold at
a California convenience store was linked
to a botulism outbreak that sickened 10
people and killed one. The convenience
store temporarily lost its food and drink
permit—resulting in lost revenue—amid
the ensuing investigation.
Earlier this year, approximately 2,000
7-Eleven customers in West Jordan, Utah
were exposed to hepatitis A, due to an
infected 7-Eleven employee who had
gone to work and handled the c-store’s
food while sick.
Having a foodborne illness incident
or outbreak can result in decreased
revenues, hefty legal fees, potential
lawsuits, diminished sales (and loyalty)
from guests afraid to visit the (possibly
contaminated) store, and a damaged
reputation that could permanently shut
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your doors.
Food safety should be part of your
company’s culture. Everyone—on every
shift— should be trained in proper food
safety protocols.

TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP

New technological solutions can now
enhance food safety protocols and

make it faster, more accurate and more
efficient to conduct inventory, auditing
and training.
Sensors ensure foods are being held
at proper temperatures. Centralized,
continuous refrigeration monitoring
systems signal when temperatures in
the store’s coolers or freezers rise above
safe holding temperatures, eliminating
the need to throw away entire coolers
or freezers of food due to improperly
working units.
Innovative digital tools can now be
used for c-stores’ internal auditing
systems, which is a more efficient, costeffective and accurate solution versus
the pen and paper methods often used in
the foodservice industry.
Many companies now provide
downloadable apps that enhance the

way foodservice employees conduct
inspections, keep temperature logs,
conduct training, manage QA forms,
access food code information and more.
Now, critical food safety data can be at
employees’ fingertips.
Operational efficiencies have been
proven to improve stores’ bottom line.
Eliminating pen and paper
line checks can save $250$600 per year per store, smart
sensors that prevent food
spoilage can save $1,100 per
episode and reducing food and
labor costs can save $4,700
per year per store, according
to a recent CoInspect survey.
Further, CoInspect experts said
the ROI on in-store technical
solutions can be as high as
$10,000-$15,000 per year
for c-stores with foodservice
capabilities. Digital tools can
help with brand protection and
quality assurance concerns by
optimizing and improving line checks,
shift logs, inspections, auditing and other
reporting.

CHEATING HISTORY

There’s a widespread “pencil whipping”
problem in the foodservice industry,
where employees using paper record
systems falsify records or “cheat” on their
processes, which digital tools eliminate
through real-time data collection, and
visual records using photos and videos.
Technology that can help minimize
labor, reduce (or eliminate) foodborne
illness risks and minimize food waste
is not an expense, it’s an important
investment.
Often, c-store owner/operators will
tell me, “I can’t afford to make the
investment.” My response is always, “You
can’t afford not to.” 
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Human Resources

7 Tips for Better Team Communication
in Convenience Stores
By Kristin Proctor

Smooth team communication in
convenience stores could make the
difference between an establishment that
thrives and one that fails. Group texts
sent to employees are convenient, but
limitations in message length and group
size could prove frustrating. Plus, sharing
employee phone numbers raises privacy
concerns. These realities exist whether
you’re managing the team of a bigger
location, a laid-back, family-owned space,
or a busy local shop. Keep reading to
discover several ways to encourage
effective team communication in your
facility.

make sure everyone’s on the same page
for all team communication matters in
convenience stores. Doing that is easy if
you have a centralized tool like the Crew
app.

3. Realize Some Team Members
May Not Use Email

Some people depend on email or
phone calls for their communication, but
most people nowadays simply don’t. The
main downside to emails is potentially
long delays depending on how often
people check their email. That makes it
super slow to distribute information plus
you never know whether someone reads
1. Be Transparent
the email or not. Younger generations
Building an environment where team
are gravitating towards texting or chatting
members trust each other and trust you
on Facebook Messenger or WhatsApp.
is crucial for avoiding communication
While these communication methods are
breakdowns. You can facilitate a greater
simple and responsive, they have similar
level of transparency in any establishment drawbacks to texting. Regardless, the
by instituting an open-door policy and
best way to streamline communications
making sure employees know what that
throughout your convenience store is
means for them.
to choose a team-wide communication
Transparency is an essential ingredient method. After picking it, assist
that lets people know you mean what you workers in getting acquainted
say and aren’t speaking merely to pacify
with its various features.
them. Honesty and clear communications
4. Treat All Employees
are key parts of transparency. Make
Equally During
words and actions match, whether you’re
Communications
trying to encourage the team before a
While managing your
busy night shift or you are one on one
convenience store staff,
with a new hire during the onboarding
you should identify
process.
some standards that

2. Discuss Things in Direct Ways

It’s a lot easier to enforce rules and
expectations that are both written down
and verbally communicated to team
members. Being direct in the way you
communicate is useful because it helps
avoid ambiguity. You may even want to
publish team-wide announcements to
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to both of them promptly and deal with the
issue identically. Otherwise, those people
might speak to each other and find out
you didn’t treat the problem in a uniform
way. Depending on the specifics, this
kind of shortcoming could lead to lawsuits
that make accusations of discriminatory
practices.

5. Talk to Team Members
Individually

Team huddles help encourage a
collaborative spirit among convenience
store employees, especially at the start of
busy shifts. However, you also need to set
aside time for one-on-one chats with team
members. There may be specific things
about particular team members that
dictate how you facilitate communication
at the business. If a person has hearing
loss in one ear, you need to get in
the habit of always approaching that
individual to talk to him or her from
the unaffected side, and encourage
colleagues to
follow suit.

define your practices.
Make sure to uphold
those standards during
all communications with
staff. For example, if there
are two people who violate the
store policy in the same way, speak
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Human Resources
During these personalized team
communication efforts, you may also be
told about things that could make it harder
than usual for some team members to
show up to their scheduled shifts.
Perhaps a team members car breaks
down or maybe one of your clerks has
a child with a rare medical condition
that requires frequent, spontaneous
trips for emergency treatments.
Both of these examples could cause
problems if you don’t think about how
to handle them in advance or aren’t
even made aware of them. However,
once team members disclose things
like this, you can then start planning
what to do if they aren’t able to show
up for shifts at the last minute.

6. Be Aware of Your Nonverbal
Communications

Poor nonverbal communication
could derail all your efforts to discuss
things with team members, especially
if your body language does not match

up with what you say. Think of how
odd it would look if a team leader said,
“Come on, everyone, let’s get ready for
an exciting night shift!” but uttered that

statement with slumped shoulders and a
downcast gaze. Even the most dedicated
employees would probably raise their
eyebrows dubiously after hearing such
a command and noticing the associated
body language.

7. Distribute Information in a
Uniform Manner

If there’s one consistent thing about
team communication in convenience
stores, it’s that workers are likely
to hear the same questions from
customers on various shifts.
Keep your convenience store team
as informed as possible by making
timely announcements in a dedicated
place. This method is also useful
for coping with anticipated team
scheduling difficulties related to sick
team members, or other situations
that make people not show up for
work. You might say something like,
“Can anyone help me cover two shifts
this Friday? We’ll probably be extra
busy because of Nick being sick, so I’m
preparing beforehand.”
By trying these tips, you’ll be on a path
to team success. 

The following is a paid advertisement

For Service Inside Houston Call:

Tastee Kreme Ice Cream

713-290-0123
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Technology

Which Payment App Is the Most Popular?
It’s not Apple Pay
By Jackson Lewis

CHICAGO -- America’s most popular
payment app is not from Apple, Google or
Samsung, but from Starbucks.
More than 23 million people ages 14
and older will use the Starbucks app to
make a point-of-sale (POS) purchase at
least once every six months this year,
according to data and research firm
eMarketer. During the same period, 22
million people will use Apple Pay. Google
Pay and Samsung Pay have about half
that, with 11.1 million users and 9.9
million users, respectively, according to
eMarketer.
“The Starbucks app is one of the bigger
success stories in mobile proximity
payments,” said eMarketer forecasting
analyst Cindy Liu. “It has gained traction
thanks to its ability to tie payments to its
loyalty rewards program. For users of

the app, the value of paying with their
smartphone is clear and simple: You can
save time and money at the register, all
while racking up rewards and special
offers.”
Similarly, another recent survey
from business site The Manifest found
Starbucks is the most popular restaurant
loyalty app.
Apple Pay is accepted at more than

half of U.S. merchants. And while Apple
Pay can’t be used directly at Starbucks
POS systems, it can be used through
the Starbucks mobile app. Conversely,
Samsung Pay has the lowest adoption
rate in terms of users, but it is the most
widely accepted by merchants, according
to eMarketer.
However, these apps face increasing
competition each day as retailers
continue to release their own versions.
“Retailers are increasingly creating their
own payment apps, which allow them to
capture valuable data about their users.
They can also build in rewards and perks
to boost customer loyalty,” Liu said.
Also, more U.S. consumers are using
payment apps more often. U.S. mobile
payment users will grow 14.5% in 2018 to
reach 55 million, according to eMarketer. 

The following is a paid advertisement
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Safety

Staying Safe at, The Pump
By Energy Api

Static electricity-related incidents at
retail gasoline outlets are extremely
unusual, but the potential for them to
happen appears to be the highest during
cool or cold and dry climate conditions. In
rare circumstances, these static related
incidents have resulted in a brief flash fire
occurring at the fill point. Consumers can
take steps to minimize these and other
potential fueling hazards by following safe
refueling procedures all year long.
Most important, motorists should
not get back into their vehicles during
refueling. It may be a temptation to
get back in the car for any number of
reasons. But the average fill-up takes
only two minutes and staying outside the
vehicle will greatly minimize the likelihood
of any build-up of static electricity that
could be discharged at the nozzle.
A build-up of static electricity can be
caused by re-entering a vehicle during
fueling, particularly in cool or cold and dry
weather. If the motorist then returns to the
vehicle fill pipe during refueling, the static
may discharge at the fill point, causing
a flash fire or small sustained fire with
gasoline refueling vapors.
Motorists who cannot avoid getting
back into the vehicle should always first
touch a metal part of the vehicle with a
bare hand, such as the door, or some
other metal surface, away from the fill
point upon exiting the vehicle.
Here Are Additional Consumer
Refueling Safety Guidelines That Will
Help Keep You and Your Family Safe
When Refueling Your Vehicle Or Filling
Up Gasoline Storage Containers:
• Turn off your vehicle engine. Put
your vehicle in park and/or set the
emergency brake. Disable or turn off
any auxiliary sources of ignition such
as a camper or trailer heater, cooking
units, or pilot lights.
• Do not smoke, light matches or
lighters while refueling at the pump or
when using gasoline anywhere else.
• Use only the refueling latch provided
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on the gasoline dispenser nozzle.
Never jam the refueling latch on the
nozzle open.
• Do not re-enter your vehicle during
refueling. If you cannot avoid reentering your vehicle, discharge any
static build-up BEFORE reaching for
the nozzle by touching something
metal with a bare hand -- such as the
vehicle door -- away from the nozzle.)
• In the unlikely event a static-caused
fire occurs when refueling, leave the
nozzle in the fill pipe and back away
from the vehicle. Notify the station
attendant immediately.
Portable Containers
• When dispensing gasoline into a
container, use only an approved
portable container and place it on
the ground to avoid a possible static
electricity ignition of fuel vapors.
Containers should never be filled
while inside a vehicle or its trunk, the
bed of a pickup truck or the floor of a
trailer.
• When filling a portable container,
manually control the nozzle valve

throughout the filling process. Fill a
portable container slowly to decrease
the chance of static electricity buildup
and minimize spilling or splattering.
Keep the nozzle in contact with the
rim of the container opening while
refueling.
• Fill container no more than 95 percent
full to allow for expansion.
• Place cap tightly on the container after
filling - do not use containers that do
not seal properly.
• Only store gasoline in approved
containers as required by federal or
state authorities. Never store gasoline
in glass or any other unapproved
container.
• If gasoline spills on the container,
make sure that it has evaporated
before you place the container in your
vehicle. Report spills to the attendant.
• When transporting gasoline in a
portable container make sure it is
secured against tipping and sliding,
and never leave it in direct sunlight or
in the trunk of a car. 
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Industry News

Potential New FDA Rule Could Hurt
Local Businesses and Economies
By www.tobaccoissues.com

The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) is considering a potential new
rule that would severely restrict or
even ban all menthol cigarettes and
flavored tobacco and e-vapor products.
If enacted, this potential rule would hurt
local businesses—including tobacco
and e-vapor wholesalers, suppliers, and
retailers like convenience stores, gas
stations, and grocery stores. Enough is
enough!
The FDA is currently accepting public
comment on this potential rule. If you are
concerned about how this potential rule
might impact you, submit comments to
the FDA.
Go to FlavorsReg.com today to submit
your comments!
Submitting Comments to the FDA:

Make sure the FDA knows:

• Imposing these restrictions on
menthol cigarettes and flavored
tobacco and e-vapor products would
essentially take these products off the
market, making this proposed rule a
de facto ban on the products many
adults prefer.
• Such a drastic regulatory change
would raise serious implementation
concerns for retailers and wholesalers,
including how restrictions could be
phased in, what to do with restricted
products currently in stock, and other
issues of practicality that affect their
business.
• Menthol cigarettes and flavored
tobacco and e-vapor products make
up a significant percentage of retail
and wholesale sales. Moreover,
tobacco and e-vapor retailers and
wholesalers help drive economic
activity, provide jobs, and support
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local communities. Banning these
products could hurt these businesses
and threaten our larger economy.
• Severely restricting or banning
flavored tobacco and e-vapor
products or menthol cigarettes could
create new demand in the tobacco
black market. Rather than quitting
or switching to different products,
adult consumers might turn to the
black market for their preferred
products. Illegal tobacco sales support
organized crime, and lead to an
increase in trafficking and other black
market activity.
• The FDA should impose reasonable
restrictions that prevent kids from
using tobacco products while still
recognizing that many adults prefer
flavored products.
• There simply isn’t enough science or
research to support severe restrictions
or bans on flavors or menthol
cigarettes. In fact, restricting or
banning flavors in smokeless tobacco
and e-vapor products could actually

undermine the positive role flavors
play in driving smokers to switch
to less harmful products. The FDA
should do more scientific research
before moving forward with any
rulemaking.
• This rule is just another example of
the government trying to regulate and
dictate adult consumer behavior and
choices. Rather than reduce choice,
the government should be expanding
it, by focusing on giving adults access
to a wider choice of less harmful
tobacco products, including flavored
products.

Contacting Your Members of
Congress:

Let your Senators and
Representative know:
• Members of Congress should
encourage the Trump Administration
not to move forward with this
possible rule because it could have
a serious negative economic impact
on local businesses, industries, and
economies. 
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Education

Successfully Implementing Change
in Your Convenience Store
By Ready Convenience

In businesses big and small,
change is inevitable. Change in your
convenience store might be brought
about by circumstances beyond your
control or you may initiate it to move the
company toward its goals. No matter
what you’re dealing with, implementing
change requires you to get buy-in and
participation from your staff. Here are
some ideas to do it right.
Identify Change Stakeholders
Every change has a set of stakeholders.
These are people who will be impacted
by the change. In a convenience store,
this will likely include your employees and
other managers and very often includes
customers, too. When you clearly identify
the stakeholders in the outcome, you can
then identify the challenges and resolve
conflicts that may arise.
Communicate Openly and Honestly
The process of implementing change
is rarely pleasant, but it will be easier on
everyone if you communicate about it
openly. Be honest about the reason for

the change, the
consequences
of not changing,
and the long-term
benefits to all
stakeholders. Share
information that led
you to the change,
such as the results
of a gap analysis, productivity issues
in the work environment, or changes in
compliance laws governing your sales.
When stakeholders understand the “why,”
they are more likely to be open to the
“what” and the “how.”
Provide Employee Training
Information is a critical component in
implementing change. Be prepared with
online training to kick off a major change
in your store and use team meetings
and on-the-job training for follow up. You
simply cannot expect your employees to
accept change – let alone implement it – if
you don’t give them the tools they need to
do so.

Recognize the Change Cycle
The process people go through to
accept change is called the change cycle.
It can include steps such as resistance,
denial, questioning, discomfort, discovery,
understanding, and finally, acceptance.
The cycle looks different, and moves at a
different pace, for everyone. As a leader,
you must respect each employee’s
process and help them work through it at
their own pace.
When it comes to implementing
change, it’s better to do it right than to do
it fast. When you are willing to the take
the time, your staff needs to implement
change, you’ll show them how important
the change is to your organization. 
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TABC Sunset: Your opportunity for input
By Bentley Nettles, TABC Executive Director

As you may know, the Sunset review
of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission is now under way. The
Sunset process is a legislative
performance review which typically
occurs every 12 years for each state
agency, and forms a key part of the
Legislature’s oversight toolkit. This
process provides a unique opportunity
for the Legislature to take a top-tobottom look at TABC’s efficiency,
effectiveness, and accountability and
make recommendations for improvement.
Reforms made through Sunset can be
changes in state law or management
directives to TABC leadership. We
welcome the process as a positive
opportunity to make improvements,
particularly as the agency’s new

leadership team charts TABC’s future
direction.
A cornerstone of the Sunset process
is stakeholder input—what better source
of feedback about TABC’s performance
than those that work with the agency
day-to-day? TABC encourages industry
members or other stakeholders, including
members of the public, to actively
participate in the Sunset process as it
offers numerous opportunities for input
and feedback throughout.
Stakeholders may contact the Sunset
staff during their evaluation of the agency,
which will culminate in late October 2018
with publication of their report of findings
and recommendations on TABC. Sunset
staff uses stakeholder perspective to gain
a broader understanding of the alcoholic

beverage industry and better inform
their analysis of TABC’s performance in
carrying out its regulatory responsibilities.
Stakeholders may also offer testimony
at TABC’s Sunset Commission public
hearing in December 2018 as well as
provide additional input as TABC’s Sunset
bill moves through the legislative process
beginning in January 2019. Visit www.
sunset.texas.gov to learn more, including
how to engage with the process and how
to contact the Sunset staff.
Bentley Nettles was appointed TABC
Executive Director in July 2017. Prior to
his work at the agency, he operated a law
firm in Bryan-College Station and served
as a brigadier general for the Texas Army
National Guard. 
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A WINNING COMBINATION!
Contact Scott Lewis
Sales Manager
Mobile: 832.390.7308

E-Mail: scott.lewis@bordendairy.com
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Government Relations: News Update
By Steve Koebele – Attorney & Government Relations Counsel

Austin, Texas – Alcoholic beverages
are core products sought by many of your
customers and relate directly to revenue
you earn. All aspects surrounding such
products – from manufacture, distribution,
sale, and ultimate consumption – are
governed by a central concern: public
safety. State law provides that the
Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission
(TABC) is the government agency that
regulates sales, taxation, importation,
manufacturing, transporting, and
advertising of alcoholic beverages.
The TABC is now undergoing an
examination by a separate legislative
agency: the Texas Sunset Advisory
Commission. Legislative staff, the
members of the Sunset Commission,
TABC staff and industry stakeholders
(including GHRA leadership) are all
GHRA counsel Steve Koebele and Senator Dawn Buckingham, member of Sunset Advisory Commission.
working now on potential changes in
state alcoholic beverage laws. The
• December 12 & 13 – The twelve
industry via a three-tier system that
examination and potential changes in
Sunset Commissioners conduct a
separates stakeholders based on their
law will focus on marketing and pricing
public hearing on TABC issues and
roles as manufacturers, distributors,
of alcoholic beverages by convenience
receive public testimony.
and retailers. The roles in each
stores and other retailers, modernizing
tier are legally required to operate
• January 9, 2019 – Sunset
agency technology, updating the legal
completely separate from one another,
Commissioners publicly unveil their
framework, and providing more certainty
meaning that a stakeholder may not
decisions that will form the language
in administration and enforcement.
hold a financial interest in more than
of new legislation that will be filed in
Demonstrating that new state laws
one tier. Thus, the legislature may
January 2019 for deliberation by the
are developed year-round at the
adopt a definition for “engaged” so
full Texas Legislature.
Capitol Complex in Austin, the Sunset
that the TABC can make a solid legal
Subsequently, state lawmakers will
Commission’s examination of the Texas
determination if a license should be
Alcoholic Beverage Commission (TABC) deliberate and vote on changes to the
issued.
governing alcoholic beverage laws during
will follow the following timeline:
the months leading to the final day of
• Alcohol Delivery Permits. An obvious
• Now thru September – Sunset
the legislative session, May 27, 2019.
problem exists if a delivery service
Commission staff continues to perform Indeed, the development of new state
such as Uber or Lyft delivers alcoholic
research on TABC & obtains input
laws continues year-round at the Capitol
beverages to minors under 21 years
from stakeholders.
Complex in Austin. Consider tome of the
old. Thus, the legislature may create
cutting edge issues that will be presented
a TABC permit so that a delivery
• Late October – Sunset Commission
for changes in Texas law:
service that desires to deliver alcohol
staff publicly publishes a report
will be properly regulated by the
containing recommended changes in
• Engaged in the Business. Texas
TABC.
state alcoholic beverage laws.
regulates the alcoholic beverage
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• Retailer Discounts. State law says
that a discount to a retailer cannot
be “excessive,” but does not define
what is excessive. Regarding volume
discounts, permittees having multiple
individually permitted locations have
purchased alcoholic beverages at a
much greater discount than permittees
who own fewer stores. Often the
wholesale price to a small retailer is
higher than the wholesale price of the
exact same product paid by a large
retail chain. Thus, the legislature may

define what is an “excessive discount”
so that licensees would clearly know
how to market products legally.
• Tied House Laws. State “tied house”
laws are intended to protect the retail
tier from too much influence, control,
or ownership by a manufacturer or
distributor. However, in our newer
global economy, large retail chains
(such as Costco and Walmart)
have the big buying power ability
to potentially impact the availability
and price of products. Thus, the

legislature may seek to further
regulate the market power exercised
by big retail chains.
The potential changes in law are critical
to your business interests. Your Board
of Directors and professional staff at the
GHRA are committed to diligently working
to enhance your C-store business
interests. As always, the GHRA will
closely monitor new laws, policies, and
other matters that are important to you. 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lehjatali Momin | Warehouse Chairman

NOW
HIRING



All GHRA
announcements and
publications will be
posted online.

Various positions
available
Please visit ghraonline.com for
a complete listing of all available positions

TCEQ Manadatory Underground Storage
Tank (UST) A/B Operators Training
GHRA is excited to provide this online training, for the price of only $65.
• Members purchasing online training
will receive a unique code from GHRA.
• This training takes about 4-6 hours
and must be completed within 30 days
from start of training.
• Payment options: Money order or
deduct $65 from your quarterly rebate.

To register for this Health class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
texas-food-safety-certification

Members are
encouraged to visit the
GHRA website on a
regular basis for up to date
information and latest
publications.

GHRA ONLINE
CLASSIFIEDS
WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

Under Other Services

Absolutely FREE for
GHRA members.
Members can now
list businesses or
equipment for sale on the
GHRA Website!

REGISTRATION FORM IS AVAILABLE
at www.ghraonline.com

Learn2Serve:
Food Safety Principles Training +
Texas Food Safety Manager Bundle Package

WE’RE ONLINE

WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

Learn2Serve:
TABC Seller-Server Training Exam

To register for this TABC Class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
online-tabc-certification

Sales/enrollment: 1-888-395-6920
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New Member Introductions

Welcome
Members
On behalf of the board of directors and staff at GHRA,
please welcome our newest members as of July 2018:

STEWART SUPER MARKET
ANGEL CHEVRON
ANGEL TEXACO
A-LITTLE YORK FOOD MART
FALCON EXPRESS
MOBIL FOOD MART
A + MART #1
SPEEDY MART

HARVEST FOOD STOP
PRIME SPOT #27
QWIK STOP
SUNMART # 149
NASA ONE FOOD MART
A1 FOOD MART
EXPRESS MART #6
SHOP-N-GO

M & N FOOD MART
GARRISON GAS &
CONVENIENCE
SHELL C STORE
IM FOOD MART #3
IM FOOD MART #4
SWIFT TRIP
XYZ STORE
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Bud Light 24pk 7oz
priced with Bud Light
Lime12pk 12oz

Bud Light
7oz 24 Pack Bottle

New for the
Summer Bud
Light Orange

Summer Getaway
Materials Available
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Bud Light Lime
12 Pack Bottle

Bud Light Orange
12 Pack Bottle
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INTRODUCING

A

lmost
eleven
years
ago, IMM was
born from an
opportunity in
the market.
David Benitez
President
Latino brands
were not getting the exposure
they warranted, and we decided
to become the architects for these
brands and build them from the
ground up.
We started with a small
warehouse, five associates, one
brand and the dream to share
Latino brands with everyone.
Last year when we celebrated
our company’s 10th anniversary,
we reflected on our journey, all our
ups and downs, all the lessons we
learned, and the experiences we
shared.

Vol. 519
Issue 7

We re-evaluated the clarity and the
meaning of our company’s purpose,
and decided that more than ever, our
purpose will remain: For everyone to
enjoy the best Latino brands.
We asked ourselves: where will we
be 10 years from now? And it brought
us to the realization that to be fair to
our purpose, we had to go beyond
sharing Latino products.
So we challenged ourselves to
become the largest connector of not
only Latino products, but services
and experiences as well.
Therefore, to focus on this we are
restructuring our way of work.
IMM will continue to exist as a
company that will aim to become
the connector of everything Latino
through the creation of other
companies and brands.
This new movement that we’re
about to start will be represented

under the new umbrella of Latino
Factor- An IMM Initiative.
What does Latino Factor stand
for?
The Latino Factor is what makes
our culture great. The brand
represents four pillars which we
have enjoyed sharing over the
course of these past eleven years.
We are family-oriented, different,
inventive, and effusive.
Together, these elements make
our culture unique and represent
this hint of passion that goes into
everything we do.
We would like to thank all
our associates, retail partners,
suppliers, and consumers that
helped us to get closer to our
purpose and we would like to invite
you to continue with us on this new
journey as we set out to show how
we make the difference. 
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COMING UP:

AUGUST PROMOTIONS
Spanner Board:

Snapple Tea 16oz Bottles

Poster #1:

16oz Monster Cans

Poster #2:

20oz Dr.Pepper Bottles

Poster #3:

32oz Powerade Bottles
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LOCATED INSIDE GHRA OFFICE
12790 SOUTH KIRKWOOD RD HOUSTON TEXAS, 77477

COMMERCIAL

HOME

AUTO

Property, Liability, Workman’s Comp, Underground Tank,
Flood, Windstorm and Many more

YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH OUR SERVICE AND PRODUCTS, SO CALL
US TODAY
CALL MOIZ MERCHANT TODAY FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE AT
281-295-5380
Cell: 832-283-4246
Fax: 1-888-506-6022

GHRA MAIN OFFICE
12790 South Kirkwood Rd.
Stafford, TX 77477
Ph. 281.295.5300
Fax. 281.295.5399
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GHRA WAREHOUSE
7110 Bellerive Dr.
Houston, TX 77036
Ph. 281.295.5333

www.ghraonline.com

Fx. 281.295.5347
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